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Amoako Boafo: Soul of Black 

Folks, is the premier museum 

solo exhibition for Ghanaian  

artist Amoako Boafo. The 

show is a presentation of over 

20 works created between 

2018-2021. Soul of Black Folks 

is a timely exploration into the 

varying strategies that Boafo 

employs within his practice 

to capture the essence of the 

Black figure. Variables such 

as COVID-1�, the constant 

resistance against systemic 

oppression, and the commod-

ification of Black bodies in the 

media are some of the issues 

that heighten this exhibition’s urgency. These con-

cerns invite the question – where can Black people 

find a respite from society’s ills? Furthermore, how 

can Boafo’s work inspire and teach us about Black life 

and humanity?

 Amoako Boafo creates paintings that actively 

center Black subjectivity, Black joy, and the Black  

gaze. Anchored by extremely calculated brushwork 

combined with skillfully executed finger-painted 

strokes, his mark-making generates a rich visual di- 

chotomy that produces an evocative tension between  

the foreground and background. Moreover, this  

spatial tension yields both inward and outward- 

Amoako Boafo, Black and White, 2018. Oil on Paper; Cour tesy of the ar tist, 
Private Collection and Rober ts Projects, Los Angeles.

looking explorations of Boafo’s 

subjects and the act of paint-

ing Black figures themselves.

 The seminal text by sociolo-

gist and Pan-Africanist W.E.B. 

Du Bois inspires the exhibition 

title—The Souls Black of Folk, 

an ethnographic study of 

Black life behind the veil of 

race. This research resulted 

in the coining of the phrase 

double-consciousness, which  

evoked this sense of Black 

people constantly having to 

look at themselves through  

the eyes of others. Du Bois’  

text serves as an invitation to  

think deeply about Boafo’s artistic practice and  

how it challenges an “othered” gaze concerning 

the Black figure. Moreover, this exhibition asks how  

taking agency in the cultivation of one’s narrative,  

aesthetic, and cultural expression results in the acti- 

vation of a heightened Black consciousness that is 

antithetical to the western canonical discourse.

 Amoako Boafo’s paintings are deeply 

personal and intimately connected to his expe-

rience as a Ghanaian artist living and working 

between Vienna and Accra. The crux of Boafo’s  

practice is a high-stakes interest in investigating  

the relationship between the personal and the  

Support for this exhibition provided by 
Pamela & David Hornik, 
Lisa & Kenneth Jackson,
Roberts Project Los Angeles, 
Lisa Goodman & Josef Vascovitz, 
Jill Cowan & Stephen Davis, 
and Mariane Ibrahim.

Curated by Larry Ossei-Mensah.
Presented in partnership with 
Contemporary Arts Museum Houston.
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structural by assessing the canon of painting and who is or is not represented 

and centering Black subjectivity. His pictures serve as a means of self- 

preservation—a celebration of his identity, Black people, and Blackness. 

These works are more than mere portraits; they are images constructed to assert 

the dignity and importance of Black people. The way Boafo paints his luscious  

portraits suggests a widening diaspora imbued with change, understanding,  

and resolution. Whereas the bodies of these subjects are discernible as  

literal figures occupying space and time, the looseness of Boafo’s painting 

style suggests a transition, or one might even go so far as to say, a transgres-

sion, juxtaposing the tension within the paint itself against the precise and 

evenly rendered line work that creates the totality of each image.

 The works featured in Soul of Black Folks center the viewers’ gaze on 

the presence of Boafo’s subjects, who represent all walks of Black life. He vividly  

and attentively illustrates the connectivity and cultural overlap of existence 

within the Black diaspora. When one encounters Amoako Boafo’s work, they 

are disarmed by his subject’s unyielding essence and gracefulness–all in one 

fell swoop. Despite the physical and emotional friction of Boafo’s mark-making, 

his painted subjects appear confident and steadfast. This delicate balance 

defines much of Black life and how it has been perceived and received in the  

West. There is a continuous negotiation between the outside world and internal  

turmoil that challenges and reveals our humanity. As much as Amoako Boafo’s 

works are about the viewer, these beautifully constructed paintings are buoys. 

They aid him and many people of color in their continuing journeys toward 

asserting their presence and place in foreign places or spaces that attempt 

to make Black people feel othered. Boafo’s ability to capture the spirit of the 

individuals in his works and engage viewers has made him one of the most 

influential artistic voices of his generation. The work’s power lies in its commu-

nication of a shared experience beyond the Black diaspora and anyone that 

feels they are on the margins of society.
Amoako Boafo, Bella Sontez, 2019. Oil on paper; Cour tesy of the ar tist and Rober ts Projects, Los Angeles.

“I FEEL MOST COLORED 
WHEN I AM THROWN AGAINST 

A SHARP WHITE BACKGROUND.” 
— Zora Neale Hurston



Thread for a Web Begun, Malawi-born, Johannesburg-based artist, Billie 

Zangewa’s first solo U.S. museum exhibition will include examples of the 

artist’s work from the past 15 years, as well as new pieces made specifically 

for the show. The exhibition comes at an important time for Zangewa, whose  

career has developed primarily in Europe and South Africa. This exhibition 

will bring her work to entirely new audiences across the United States.

Although many of the scenes depicted in Zangewa’s layered silk tapestries 

are autobiographical, there is a relatability that goes beyond her personal 

journey as an artist. Zangewa’s labor-intensive processes recall the historic 

implications of “women’s work” but remain a steadfastly contemporary 

interpretation of lived experiences. Zangewa is dealing firstly with identity, 

as well as socio-politics around gender and skin tone, in a gentle everyday 

manner. She is also exploring the different roles that women play in society,  

including motherhood and the impact that it has individually and collectively.  

The images in her work are deliberately decontextualized. However, 

when shown in a group, their fragmentary nature is further emphasized, 

suggesting they are excerpted from a larger narrative.

Zangewa does not make grand gestures or even overt political statements, 

but rather, like a kind of ‘daily feminism’, focuses on mundane domestic 

preoccupations; themes connecting us all. Zangewa states “I use fabric 

and sewing, which traditionally is a female pastime, to empower myself.  

I tell my personal story, how it’s happening on the home front, and show 

the intimate life of a woman, which usually we’re not encouraged to do.” 

Zangewa views telling her own story in her own voice as a kind of personal 

empowerment. Historically, this has been very difficult for women in general,  

but for women of color in particular, with many social obstacles to overcome.

Support for this exhibition is provided by  

The Kinkade Family Foundation, The Girlfriend Fund,  

Pamela & David Hornik, Lisa & Kenneth Jackson,  

and Jill Cowan & Stephen Davis.

Billie Zangewa: Thread for a Web Begun is curated by  

Dexter Wimberly, independent curator and Founder & CEO  

of Art World Conference.
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Billie Zangewa creates intricate collages composed of hand-stitched 

fragments of raw silk. These figurative compositions explore contem-

porary intersectional identity in an attempt to challenge the historical 

stereotype, objectification, and exploitation of the black female form. 

Beginning her career in the fashion and advertising industries, Zangewa 

employs her understanding of textiles to portray personal and universal 

experiences through domestic interiors, urban landscapes, and por-

traiture. Her earliest works were embroideries on found fabrics depicting 

remembered botanical scenes and animals from Botswana, where the  

artist was raised, but she soon transitioned to creating cityscapes, 

focusing on her experience as a woman in the city of Johannesburg 

and her personal relationships. These works explored her experience  

of the male gaze, leading her to begin to think more critically about how 

women view themselves and what the visualization of the female gaze, 

through self-portraiture, could look like.

After the birth of her son, Zangewa began making her well-known 

domestic interiors to explore the shift in focus from self-examination 

and femininity to motherhood and the home. Often referencing scenes 

or experiences from everyday life, Zangewa has stated that she is 

interested in depicting the work done by women that keeps society  

running smoothly, but which is often overlooked, undervalued, or 

ignored. Zangewa refers to this as “daily feminism,” which can be  

considered a contemporary version of “the personal is political.” 

Through the narrative content and method of making silk paintings, 

Zangewa illustrates gendered labor in a socio-political context, where 

the domestic sphere becomes a pretext for a deeper understanding 

of the construction of identity, questions around gender stereotypes, 

and racial prejudice.

Billie Zangewa, An Angel at My Bedside, 
2020. Hand-stitched silk collage; 
Cour tesy the ar tist and Lehmann Maupin, 
New York, Hong Kong, Seoul, and London.

Billie Zangewa, Hear t of the Home, 2020. 
Hand-stitched silk collage; Cour tesy the 
ar tist and Lehmann Maupin, New York, 
Hong Kong, Seoul, and London.



Museum of the African Diaspora is pleased to present Sam Vernon: 

Impasse of Desires, a site-specific installation and solo exhibition of 

the artist’s work. Using Matt Richardson’s 2013 publication The 

Queer Limit of Memory as a critical entry point, Vernon drapes the 

Lloyd H. Dean Gallery with sheets of colored fabric and creates a 

constellation of made and found images throughout the first floor.

Sam Vernon earned her MFA in Painting/Printmaking from Yale 

University in 2015 and her BFA from The Cooper Union for the 

Advancement of Science and Art in 2009. Her installations combine 

xeroxed drawings, photographs, and sculptural components in an 

exploration of personal narrative and identity. She uses installation 

and performance to honor the past while revising historical 

memory. Most recently, Vernon has exhibited with King School 

Museum of Contemporary Art, Downtown Gallery, University of 

Tennessee, Knoxville, Ashara Ekundayo Gallery, Gallery 44 Center 

for Contemporary Photography, Toronto, We Buy Gold, Interstitial 

Gallery, Coney Art Walls curated by Jeffery Deitch, Brooklyn Museum, 

Queens Museum, Fowler Museum at UCLA and Seattle Art Museum. 

Vernon lives in San Francisco, CA and teaches in Printmedia as an 

Assistant Professor at California College of the Arts (CCA).
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Museum of the African Diaspora is pleased to present Vincent Miranda: Florida jitt, the 

final presentation of the 2019-2020 Emerging Artists Program. Raised in a white and 

Afro-Latinx household in southern Florida, Miranda’s work explores the embodied 

tension of being caught between multiple cultural identities. This seeming lack of 

‘self’ created what the artist calls an “identity vacuum;” a space that would eventually 

be filled by his surrounding environment: the whole Down South.

Miranda’s work inhabits the interstices of Southern hip-hop, masculinity, and the 

natural landscape—exploring how these entities contribute to a sense of identity 

for young men-of-color. Referencing regionally specific gestures, artifacts, humidity, 

and foliage, Miranda creates sculptural interpretations consisting of silicone objects, 

armatures, and glass vessels to begin to convey the experience of a ‘New South.’

Miranda is drawn to linguistic and cultural signifiers of adornment, success, and the 

self-made like “peacocking” or “flexing” and the ways these concepts show up 

in the natural world: the sublimity nature being perhaps the biggest “flex” of all. The 

juxtaposition between the fragile floral and glass arrangements against the hardened 

gestures of the male body push us, as a collective, to re-imagine what it means to 

embody masculinity.

Vincent Miranda is an awardee of MoAD’s 2019–2020 Emerging Artists Program.

MoAD Emerging Artists is made possible by generous support from the Institute for Museum 
and Library Services.

Vincent Miranda, Florida jitt (detail), 2022. Glass, silicone. Cour tesy of the ar tist.
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Beyond the Sky is a presentation of 4 short films from a selection 

of contemporary African filmmakers. In this collection, each film  

moves seamlessly between the personal and metaphysical, 

connecting cinematic voices across different regions of Africa.

Finding comfort floating in uncertainty, these filmmakers pose 

questions—some obvious, some hidden—in an attempt at guiding 

us toward futurity. While maintaining allegiance to specific regional 

traditions, the images presented in this series reframe traditional 

African images into a new digital vernacular. This series of moving 

images suspends you in a space that conjures personal memories 

and locates a common language in digital gestures.

Curated by Leila Weefur

left to right:

Yo-Yo Gonthier, Burey Bombata

Lebohang Kgonye, Ke Sale Teng

Kalu Oji, The Moon & Me

Tabita Rezaire, Deep Down Tidal
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support us

MoAD invites you to join our valued member community. 

By supporting the museum, you join like-minded art 

enthusiasts, educators, philanthropists, neighbors, and 

friends committed to preserving and celebrating Black art 

and culture of the African diaspora. Memberships are fully 

tax-deductible. Join today and enjoy all of the benefits that 

are included:  

• Unlimited free admission for you & a guest for one year

• Free & discounted admission to programs & special events

• Invitations to opening receptions & member previews

• Members-only events and programs

• 10% discount at the MoAD  Bookstore

• eCard option for your mobile phone

• Reciprocal benefits & invitations to special events 

hosted by partner organizations

• Reciprocal benefits to select museums nationwide

 

For additional ways to 

support MoAD please 

contact us at 

membership@moadsf.org

• Our public programs annually offer more than 200 immersive 

in-person and virtual experiences from artist discussions and 

family experiences to literary, culinary, and film programs.  

Featured programs include Chef-in-Residence, African Diaspora 

Film Club, MoAD in the Classroom, and more

• MoAD Lit unifies a dynamic series of literary events including author 

talks, book launches, open mic poetry readings, Poets-in-Residence, 

monthly African Book Club, and more.

• The MoAD Bookstore offers select titles highlighting local writers, 

exhibition catalogues, and authors from across the African Diaspora.  

Shop in person or online at store.moadsf.org

• MoAD Emerging Artists program is a juried solo exhibition 

opportunity for Bay Area-based artists to present new and 

dynamic work in the MoAD Salon.

• Through MoAD in the Classroom, our education team interfaces 

with 41 local Title I public schools using an evidence-based visual 

literacy and cultural studies curriculum to inspire positive youth 

development. Using current exhibitions, students learn to view, 

produce, and discuss art, expanding their vocabulary and 

understanding of art concepts, and increasing confidence in 

creating and connecting with art more generally.

signature programs

MoAD’s public programs and educational partnerships with local public 

schools offer an appreciation of African Diasporic art for audiences of all ages 

and areas of interest. 

Find out more about all of the public and educational programs and how to 

get involved at moadsf.org
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